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Abstract
This article has combed the knowledge sharing, the staff creativity and the
staff psychological security related literature, has explored the staff knowledge
sharing behavior to own creativity influence, proposed “the Knowledge sharing benefit model”, and on this foundation further studies the psychological
security to this model influence.
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1. Introduction
The employee knowledge sharing behavior is a hot topic in the Western Knowledge management theory since the mid 1990s, and this behavior has become a
new field of knowledge management theory. Employee knowledge sharing behavior refers to the exchange and discussion of knowledge between employees and
outside employees in the organization through various channels [1]. Employee
knowledge sharing can provide employees with more opportunities to learn
from each other [2] and may also improve organizational performance [3].
Therefore, in the era of knowledge economy, the study of employee knowledge
sharing behavior becomes more and more important.
In the academic circle, the influence mechanism of employee knowledge
sharing on employees and organizations has been explored. Among them, because staff creativity is the cornerstone of organizational competitiveness, the
promotion of staff creativity can more effectively enhance organizational competitiveness [4], so the employee knowledge sharing behavior on staff creativity
Impact Mechanism is one of the focuses of domestic and foreign researchers.
Many scholars have put forward the idea that employee’s knowledge-sharing
behavior can promote the promotion of colleagues’ creativity [5] [6]. However,
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knowledge-sharing behavior is an interactive behavioral process [7], an interactive behavioral process involving multiple behavioral subjects, so that knowledge-sharing behavior should have an impact on multiple behavioral subjects.
However, it is found that the research direction on the impact of knowledge
sharing behavior on staff creativity is mostly focused on the influence of the
knowledge sharing behavior of one employee on the creativity of another employee, and the research just ignores the angle that knowledge-sharing behavior
affects the knowledge-sharing creativity. Therefore, this article attempts to explore the mechanism of employee’s knowledge sharing behavior to the employee’s own creativity, which will help to understand the role of knowledge
sharing behavior more comprehensively, and avoid the effect of neglecting
knowledge-sharing in the study of knowledge sharing behavior. In order to explain the viewpoint of this paper more clearly, the subject of knowledge is called
knowledge-sharing, and the subject of receiving knowledge is called Knowledge
receiver.

2. Theory and Hypothesis
2.1. The Impact of Knowledge-Sharing Behavior on the
Creativity of Knowledge-Sharing
In the traditional theory of organization economy, the basic assumption for human is that individuals care about their own interests [8]. For employees, their
knowledge-sharing behavior will cause the knowledge diffusion, the staff no
longer have the knowledge of uniqueness, thus the employee’s own interests are
impaired [8], and the willingness or behavior of unwilling to share his knowledge with others is obvious [9] Once the employee has the knowledge as his or
her own personal assets, and the asset can give the individual an advantage over
others. The theory of social exchange provides a theoretical basis for solving this
problem.
The theory of social exchange began to rise in the late 50, using the theory of
economics, sociology and psychology to explore individual behavior from microcosmic point of view [10], which has become one of the important theories in
organizational behavior theory. Blau and other people think that any exchange
relationship existing in the organization or group can be divided into economic
exchange relations and social exchange relations. Under the economic transaction relation, the individual and the individual transaction’s establishment is
based on individual to own short-term correlation benefit appraisal. But under
the social exchange relation, the establishment of the transaction between individual and individual is not based on the individual’s own short-term related
benefit evaluation, the individual short-term related interest to the transaction
decision-making influence degree weight reduces, the bilateral transaction establishment more is based on the individual to the transaction benefit income anticipation. As an important angle of view of interpersonal relationship, the
theory of Social exchange of domestic scholars thinks that interpersonal interacDOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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tion is based on social exchange, and the relevant activities are exchanged at the
same time under this kind of social exchange, and the valuable related resources
are also traded. In the organization, the employee is the practitioner of the
knowledge-sharing behavior, the knowledge-sharing behavior among the employees is the knowledge-sharing and the knowledge-demand person, while the
knowledge-sharing behavior includes acquiring knowledge and providing knowledge [7]. Therefore, the knowledge sharing behavior is interactive, Cerne and
other people think that the knowledge sharing behavior among employees is a
concrete manifestation of the social exchange behavior between employees [11].
In the theory of social exchange, the logic of the success of the dominant exchange lies in the principle of reciprocity, which is the precondition of social
exchange and the basic principle of social exchange [12]. The principle of reciprocity refers to a series of guidelines recognized by all parties in the course of
exchange, that is, when one party provides assistance or resources to the other,
the latter is obligated to repay the person who has given assistance [12]. Gouldner [12] and others believe that individuals can generate positive emotions from
their own reciprocal acts, and that individuals also have negative emotions, such
as guilt, because they are not able to perform reciprocal duties. Bartol and Srivastava, who think that through this reciprocal act of mutual giving or reciprocal
exchange, individuals can connect with each other in the social emotional network, and once the social emotional network is formed, the individual, in order
to maintain and strengthen this social emotional connection, will provide the
implicit rewards of admiration, appreciation and friendliness, and will also provide the explicit remuneration of material rewards [13]. Therefore, under the
principle of reciprocity, when an individual feels that he has benefited from an
act, which is the beneficiary of the act, the individual will have a psychological
pressure to return the interest to the other subjects initiating such behavior,
creates a sense of return benefit, which may give rise to an act of reward for an
individual receiving a benefit, thus forming a reciprocal mechanism for giving
and rewarding, and establishing a continuing good social Exchange [14]. And
the principle of reciprocity is also prevalent in various cultures of society, as the
western proverb “You scratch me back and I’ll scratch yours”, the Chinese old
saying “to the peach, reported to Lee.” Especially in China, the principle of reciprocity is part of Chinese traditional philosophy and values [15].
Employee knowledge-sharing behavior as a social exchange between employees [11], in the course of this behavior, knowledge-sharing and knowledgerecipients are actually exchanging knowledge resources. Social exchange theory
holds that in this kind of social exchange behavior, the paying person makes the
behavioral decision not based on the short-term related interests which may be
obtained, but is based on the expectation that the other party will reciprocate in
some form in the future as the main consideration. Similarly, the principle of reciprocity plays an important role in the social exchange of knowledge-sharing
behavior, and the principle of reciprocity makes both sides willing to take risks
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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and exchange knowledge resources [12]. Specifically, when employee a takes a
knowledge-sharing behavior with employee B, that is, employee a provides
knowledge to employee B. Employee B perceives the behavior of employee a
providing knowledge, at this time, the principle of reciprocity takes effect and
employee B rewards the behavior of employee a, such as feedback and providing
relevant knowledge, questioning the knowledge content provided by employee A
or expressing his or her relevant views. Similarly, based on the principle of reciprocity, employee A will also make similar returns on the knowledge provided
by Employee B.
According to the definition of creativity proposed by Shalley, the necessary
condition for an idea or countermeasure to be judged as creative is that this idea
and countermeasure is novel and useful [16]. Then, at work, employees can
create their own creativity by creating a new idea and implementing the idea at
work, or by proposing a new process to embody creativity, and by creating a new
idea for the combination of existing ideas. Therefore, creativity does not exist
only in certain jobs, but in the work of employees in different jobs. and different
staff embodies the level of creativity is also different. A small change in the existing ideas, and a new form of reuse, is creativity. In the same way, a radical
change creates a huge breakthrough that is creative. These are creativity, just
different degrees of creativity. Zhou and George think that a major breakthrough
in the workflow of a small change to science and technology is creativity, it is not
only the work of scientists, researchers, engineers and so on that can embody
creativity, but with the right conditions, employees of any job can show their
creativity [17]. The creativity of this paper includes various levels of creativity,
and is not limited to a few specific types of work. Scholars have conducted a
great deal of research on the theme of employee’s knowledge-sharing behavior
which influences the creativity of employees [5] [6] believes that through knowledge-sharing behavior, employees can link or regroup the knowledge and ideas
that have not been linked in the past, creating new knowledge, solving new
problems, and boosting creativity [18]. The main conclusion is that the knowledge-sharing behavior of some employees can promote the creativity of other
employees [5] [18].
Creativity is an important part of interpersonal interaction [19]. Creative ideas
and responses are often the result of a combination of different perspectives and
perspectives in social interactions [20], and the process of creative ideas and
responses is also a process of interpersonal interaction [21]. The employee knowledge sharing behavior is a kind of social interaction behavior, in this interaction
process, the two sides exchange the valuable knowledge, the individual contact
the optional plan and the related information more, the more likely enhances the
creativity. The amount of knowledge accumulated by employees has an important influence on the strength of creativity, and the knowledge accumulation is
closely related to the degree of knowledge Sharing [22]. Thus, creativity depends,
to a certain extent, on the knowledge provided by others. The different perspecDOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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tives and perspectives that individuals are exposed to during social interactions
may enhance their creativity [23].
In the process of the social exchange behavior of knowledge sharing, when the
knowledge-sharing provider provides relevant knowledge to the knowledge recipient, the knowledge receiver can acquire and accumulate more knowledge,
which has a positive impact on the creativity of the Knowledge recipient [5] [6].
And based on the principle of reciprocity, knowledge recipients respond to
knowledge-sharing, knowledge recipients also provide knowledge to knowledgesharing, and knowledge-sharing can gain knowledge from knowledge recipients,
and the process of interaction enables both sides to reach each other’s viewpoints [7]. Therefore, the creativity of both sides has a positive impact.
The social exchange behavior of knowledge sharing acts as a social interaction
between knowledge-sharing and knowledge receivers [24], $time, Perry-smith
believes that social interaction can promote creative Ascension [5]. Social interaction as a cognitive process, through this cognitive process can be a solution to
the problem, because through social interaction, employees can access to new
knowledge, new knowledge including problem-solving knowledge and related
experience, employees can also deepen their understanding of new and prior
knowledge, which is also a potential reflection of their knowledge and knowledge of how to use them, and when employees have more field-related knowledge and better understanding of these knowledge, they can enhance the problem-solving ideas and abilities, Enhance employee creativity [5]. Knowledge has
an important impact on creativity [23], and the creative ideas of employees often
come from new fusion of different viewpoints and perspectives [24], and the fusion of different viewpoints occurs in this process of mutual communication.
Therefore, this paper proposes a “knowledge-sharing benefit model” for knowledge-sharing behavior to promote the promotion of knowledge-sharing’s own
creativity (Figure 1), and the role of knowledge-sharing and knowledge-recipient is changing continuously in the social exchange behavior of knowledge
sharing. When employee a provides knowledge to employee B, employee a plays
the role of knowledge-sharing, employee B plays the role of the knowledge-recipient, and knowledge-sharing does not diminish knowledge-sharing because of
the characteristics of knowledge. When the knowledge receiver receives knowledge from knowledge-sharing, the knowledge of the recipient of knowledge increases, and the knowledge-sharing behavior of knowledge-sharing promotes the
knowledge recipient’s creativity [5] [6] and knowledge sharing as a social Exchange Act, the principle of reciprocity plays an important role in which the recipient of knowledge is rewarded for the behavior of the knowledge-sharing
person [12], employee B will be a share of the knowledge of employees to make
feedback, employee B will also be their views and related knowledge to the employee a, at this time, employee B plays the role of knowledge-sharing, employee
a plays the role of the knowledge-recipient. It is in the process of changing the
roles of both sides that both sides have gained different viewpoints and perspecDOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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Figure 1. Knowledge-sharing benefit model.

tives relative to themselves. Therefore, when employee a has a knowledge-sharing behavior with employee B, it can not only improve the creativity of employee
B, but also enhance the creativity of employee A.
Based on the above analysis, put forward.
Hypothesis 1: Knowledge-sharing behavior has a significant positive relationship with the creativity of knowledge-sharing.

2.2. The Moderating Effect of Psychological Security
In the field of organizational management and social psychology, the psychological security of employees provides a new perspective for the research of employee’s knowledge sharing behavior and employee’s creativity, Kahn that employees’ psychological security is a characteristic of employees, which reflects the
individual’s psychological state and self perception [25]. On this basis, Kahn [25]
believes that psychological security affects individual internal motivation and the
psychological state of shaping individual role, when employees experience more
psychological security, they get a higher level of participation [25], and involve
employees in more knowledge-sharing behaviors [17].
Employees are exposed to a variety of risks in their work, which have a significant impact on individual perceptions, emotions and behavior. Each enterprise
information or knowledge as a valuable resource, the object of knowledge sharing behavior is this kind of valuable resources, so employee knowledge sharing
behavior carries a certain risk [8]. This paper argues that, under such measures
as the elimination mechanism of enterprises, employees will protect their resources through a series of measures, so that their own interests can not be
harmed. In the case of a certain level of risk, when the employee’s psychological
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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security to the other side is low, it will withdraw from activities that require their
own valuable resources [26], therefore, the lower the level of psychological security of each other, the less interactive sharing of activities, sharing of information
and knowledge, according to social exchange theory, the less feedback will be.
The higher the level of psychological security of employees, the knowledge sharing behavior can promote the creativity of the knowledge-sharing.
Based on the above analysis, put forward.
Assumption 2: The employee’s knowledge-sharing behavior has a positive
moderating effect on the employee’s own creativity, and the knowledge-sharing
person with high psychological security has more obvious positive regulation to
the promotion of their own creativity.

3. Analysis and Revelation of the Research Results
From an individual point of view, to realize knowledge sharing and transfer between different individuals, there is an important link, that is, to enhance the
willingness of individuals to participate in knowledge-sharing behavior, to make
it more spontaneous participation [1]. The knowledge sharing behavior has the
positive function to the organization or the individual employee, and it shows
that the knowledge sharing behavior plays an important role in the sustainable
development of the Organization. But the current study focuses only on objects
that are outside the knowledge-sharing group. If an individual feels that an action is beneficial to itself and tends to do so, if it is detrimental to itself, it avoids
such behavior, and if knowledge-sharing behavior has only a negative impact on
the knowledge-sharing, then the knowledge-sharing behavior of the organization can be greatly reduced or even close to disappearing. However, the fact is
that knowledge-sharing behavior has a lot of existence, and it shows that knowledge-sharing behavior has positive and beneficial side. Therefore, enterprise
managers should take measures to improve the positive impact, so that employees can more actively share knowledge.
This study has the following theoretical contributions: first, to build a “knowledge sharing benefit model”, this model is from a brand-new perspective to
study the income of knowledge-sharing behavior-the knowledge-sharing itself, it
expands the research scope of knowledge management literature, fills up the
blank of literature, and second, the knowledge-sharing behavior as an interactive
process, The psychological security of knowledge-sharing has a moderating effect on knowledge-sharing behavior and the creativity of knowledge-sharing.
This research also has the following enlightenment to the management practice: first, based on previous research and the conclusion of this paper, knowledge sharing behavior can not only improve the creativity of the knowledge recipient, but also improve the creative ability of the knowledge-sharing, therefore,
it is necessary to encourage the knowledge sharing behavior in the organization,
especially in the innovative organization which needs the staff to have the high
level of innovation Second, knowledge-sharing behavior can have a positive impact on knowledge-sharing and knowledge-receivers, and the psychological seDOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.58013
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curity of knowledge-sharing will affect this positive effect, so the managers of
enterprises need to take some measures to promote the psychological security
among employees.
Although this research has obtained some reference value to the enterprise
management theory and the practice, but still has some insufficiencies: first, this
research’s forecast variable all is at the same time point forecast, in the strict
sense still can not completely reveal the causal relationship between job insecurity and staff creativity, in addition, the data of this study take the staff self-filling
questionnaire, although the independence of the variable is tested by the distinction validity test, it is inevitable that the social approval problem will arise, resulting in greater deviations [27]. Secondly, knowledge is divided into tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge, but this paper does not classify the knowledge, but it studies it with a whole. Thirdly, knowledge-sharing behavior has a
very complex impact on the creativity of knowledge-sharing, and needs to be
further explored. Therefore, the future can be considered in the following ways.
Firstly, the object knowledge of knowledge sharing behavior is classified to explore the function of different knowledge types in this model, and secondly, to
probe into its mechanism and influencing factors.
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